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Summer
beach legs

A DOLLY/BRAUN PROMOTION

No more creams, waxing or shaving!
Now Braun Silk-épil SoftPerfection makes it
a breeze to maintain silky smooth summer
legs that will be the envy of all your friends.
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Extra gentle hair removal,
anywhere, anytime.
Sunsational summer
beach activities!
So you’ve now got yourself a killer pair of silky-smooth legs?
Well what better to do than show them off! Try some of these
leg-exposing beach suggestions.
Nothing shows off and exercises legs better than beach games.
Frisbee, soccer or volleyball, what you do doesn’t really matter,
as long as you have a blast with your mates.
Beach walks are another fave. Whether a head-clearing solo
stroll or a gossip-fest with your best buddie, you can parade
your pegs and exercise at the same time.
It might not be active, but no beach trip is complete without
sun-time. And with your soft, smooth legs, your boyfriend won’t
just want to put the sunscreen on your back!
Just take time out, hoist a hammock, stretch out your legs and
tune out to the world with a great read or your own greatest hits.
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Let’s face it, now that the beach weather’s arriving, we’ve
all got better things to spend our money on than trips to
the beautician. And not to mention more exciting things to
do with our time.
That’s why we love the Braun Silk-épil SoftPerfection. It’s
the quick, convenient and easy way to hair-free bliss, and
because it removes hair at the root, your legs will look and
feel amazing for weeks. Silk-épil SoftPerfection has active
massage rollers for extra gentle hair removal, anywhere,
anytime and there’s also a special starter kit for epilation
newcomers. It’s also the perfect travel buddie, it ﬁts straight
into your handbag, so you will always be beach-ready,
wherever you are. So get sussed and get silky.

The Braun 60 day trial
Try Silk-épil SoftPerfection without any risk!
We believe that after a few epilations your Silk-épil
SoftPerfection will become an integral part of your beauty
regime. However, if you are not entirely satisﬁed within 60 days
of using your product in the recommended manner, simply
return it to us. See in-store for details and claim coupon.

